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Research goals 

Up to the present day, the study of Cypriot epigraphic material has focused primarily, 
though not exclusively, on lapidary inscriptions down to the end of antiquity (Allen, 
Ševčenko 1981, 140-142; The Packard Humanities Institute, Searchable Greek Inscriptions. A 
Scholarly Tool in Progress, section on Cyprus: https://epigraphy.packhum.org/regions/15). 
The latest inscriptions included in the monumental Inscriptiones Cypri Insulae. Pars II. 
Inscriptiones Cypri Alphabeticae, currently in preparation, date down to the 6th century AD 
(first fascicle: Kantirea, Summa, 2020). However, there exists a large body of epigraphic 
material on the island, which has yet to become the focus of systematic examination, largely 
because it has never been methodically recorded and published in a comprehensive corpus: 
the reference is to the Greek painted inscriptions that survive in the numerous churches on 
the island, dated to the Byzantine (965-1191 AD), the Lusignan (1191-1489 AD) and the 
Venetian (1489-1571 AD) periods. Indeed, as regards the Cypriot epigraphic material after 
the 7th century, while there have been projects focused on collecting and publishing funerary 
inscriptions on Cypriot medieval tombstones (Imhaus 2004) and graffiti in Cypriot churches 
(Trentin 2007; see also project GRAFMEDIA: 
https://www.cyi.ac.cy/index.php/starc/research-information/starc-ongoing-projects-
ri/grafmedia-graffiti-mediterranean-dialogue.html), the publication of painted inscriptions 
has been more haphazard. Leaving aside the reproduction of inscriptions as part of art-
historical studies of specific monumental ensembles, specialised studies of Cypriot painted 
epigraphic material have focused mainly on specific types of inscriptions, such as dedicatory 
inscriptions, epigrams and cryptograms (Stylianou, Stylianou 1960; Rhoby 2009, 315-380; 
Moutafov, Rhoby 2012), or on the inscriptions of some of the most famous and better 
published Cypriot monuments, such as the Panagia Phorbiotissa at Asinou (1105/6) and the 
Panagia Arakiotissa at Lagoudera (1192) and their function therein (Nelson 2007; Patterson 
Ševčenko 2012; Agapitos 2018). To date, there is only one published inventory of painted 
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letter-forms from a Cypriot monument (Weyl Carr, Kalopissi-Verti 2012), while detailed 
epigraphic/palaeographic observations on painted inscriptions, as for example those offered 
in the study of Foulias (2010) on material from Saint Athanasia at Rizokarpaso (8th or 9th c.), 
remain exceptional. 

Despite the unsystematic nature of these publications, what they all make apparent is the 
great potential that this epigraphic material has for research in various disciplines (cf. 
Patedakis 2011). Being an integral part of the mural decoration of churches, painted 
inscriptions assist art-historians in exploring the dynamic relationship between word and 
image, in tracing the complexity of meanings interwoven into the murals, and in shedding 
light on their liturgical, social, and historical context (cf. Pallis 2016 and 2020; Patterson 
Ševčenko 2015). The study of letter-forms can assist in elucidating questions of chronology 
and in identifying “hands” thus contributing to discussions of painters’ workshops and their 
practices. For palaeographers and epigraphists, painted inscriptions raise questions on the 
connections and interactions between the scripts used in manuscripts and monumental 
inscriptions. The language, vocabulary, and structure of the inscriptions, as well as their 
literary ambitions or lack thereof can contribute to discussions of the literacy of the social 
groups that created and had access to them, while the identification of mistakes in spelling, 
grammar, and syntax offers opportunities to study the development of Greek over time and 
to identify elements that may be related to local idioms and epigraphic practices. Not least, 
such inscriptions can provide information for the study of the religious, social, and even the 
political history of medieval Cyprus, as well as for its antrhoponymy and toponymy and how 
these developed and were enriched over time as the historical fortunes of the island 
evolved. However, for researchers to be able to take advantage of this largely untapped 
potential, they need to have easy access to the material, collected in a single location, 
presented according to established international guidelines (Rhoby 2015b, 28-29), and in a 
form that allows a variety of searches according to the questions asked and is free of 
misreadings, misunderstandings, and misdatings, especially crucial for potential users with 
no background in Medieval Greek epigraphy and palaeography (cf. Mango 1991, 236). The 
purpose of the proposed project is to address precisely this need. 

The aim of the “Digital corpus of painted Greek inscriptions from medieval Cyprus (10th – 13th 
centuries AD)” is to provide a secure, reliable, and flexible research tool for those who are 
interested in exploring issues such as those raised above using Cypriot epigraphic material, 
but not necessarily confined to Cyprus in their ramifications. The digital format was chosen 
in order to ensure maximum dissemination of the results, considering that the high cost of a 
printed edition of an epigraphic corpus is as a rule forbidding for individual researchers. 
Given the two-year limit for the implementation of the programme, for reasons of feasibility 
it was decided to limit the scope of project chronologically in order to include the Middle 
Byzantine period (10th - 12th c.) as well as the first century of the Lusignan rule (13th c.). The 
majority of the monuments to be included in the corpus come from the 12th and the 13th 
centuries, i.e. they fall on either side of the divide of AD 1191, when began the gradual 
transformation of Cyprus from a Byzantine province into a Frankish kingdom. The proposed 
corpus was conceived thus in order to provide specialists with much-needed material to 
gauge the impact of this transition on epigraphic practices and on the evolution of (written 
and spoken) Greek on the island. Furthermore, epigraphic data can offer additional evidence 
for a more secure dating for a number of these ensembles, which are currently loosely 
ascribed to the late 12th or the early 13th century primarily on stylistic grounds. Being able to 
determine to which side of the divide these monuments belong will have significant impact 
on future studies of artistic creativity on the island during this crucial transitional period. 
Still, while designing the digital corpus provision will be taken to allow for its potential future 
expansion to include the material from the 14th, the 15th and the 16th centuries. Indeed, this 
is the long-term plan, of which the proposed project may be considered as the 1st phase, i.e. 
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the creation of a true, digitally published corpus of the painted Greek inscriptions from 
medieval Cyprus. 

Within the given time-frame of the proposed project, the goal is to be as comprehensive as 
possible. In terms of numbers, according to a preliminary survey, the monumental 
ensembles to be included are around fifty, with nearly half of them being only partially 
preserved, meaning that the number of inscriptions they contain is significantly smaller 
compared to a fully-preserved mural decoration (see below, Preliminary List of Monuments). 
In order to achieve comprehensiveness, both published and unpublished material will be 
included, and all categories of painted inscriptions encountered in Cypriot churches will be 
recorded. Indeed, this will provide an opportunity to refine and propose a classification of 
painted inscriptions in Cypriot churches, which could find wider applications beyond the 
limits of the specific project. The types of painted texts to be included comprise names of 
individual holy figures and sacred objects; nomina sacra; titles of scenes; “written voices”, 
i.e. words “spoken” by individual figures in narrative scenes (Patterson Ševčenko 2015); 
excerpts on painted scrolls and codices; dedicatory inscriptions; supplications; funerary 
inscriptions; historical inscriptions; tetragrams/cryptograms; and any other type of painted 
inscription that might be identified. On the other hand, graffiti will not be included, since, as 
mentioned above, they form the object of study of another project currently in progress. 
However, if graffiti exist in monuments of the corpus, this will be noted. Within this wider 
frame, the objectives of the project are the following: 

(a) The full documentation of all the known painted inscriptions in the monuments 
contained within the sample. This will involve the creation of a comprehensive 
photographic record of all inscriptions preserved in situ, supplemented by 
photographs and/or plans from private and state archives for those examples that 
are no longer extant or legible.  

(b) The critical edition of each inscription, including a diplomatic transcription; a 
transcription in standard orthography; English translation; short commentary on the 
language and script; identification of source (in the case of biblical, liturgical, and 
other excerpts or epigrams that may have been copied from known collections); 
general commentary when required by content; publications (in the case of 
previously published inscriptions). 

(c) The creation of tables of letter-forms. Due to time-constraints, such tables will be 
created for selected monuments, which will include securely-dated ensembles as 
well as a small number of ensembles, whose date is being contested. 

(d) The organization and dissemination of the information produced as a result of steps 
(a) to (c) through an open-access digital corpus, customized for the project and 
allowing a variety of searches, based, among others, on monument, text category, 
text type (prose, verse), date, personal names, toponyms, location, and keywords. 
To ensure maximum dissemination of results and wide accessibility, the principal 
language of the corpus will be English. 

 

Contact 

Maria Parani: mparani@ucy.ac.cy  
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